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Paul Aegerter was inspired to create this bottle by the beautiful siphons used by pastry chefs, 
to which he added an elegant label. We are delighted to present this creation 

that will make a welcome addition to any summer table.

Blend of 55% Grenache, 35% Cinsault and 10% Syrah.
The vineyard is rocked by the dew and the summer sea breeze which 
preserve freshness and acidity.
This rosé comes from a meticulous blend of grapes from the vines lo-
cated near Brignole and Cuers.

The grapes are sorted in the vineyard and arrive at the winery in 
whole bunches. They are then lightly crushed and slowly pressed, so 
the juice is only lightly coloured. In order to preserve the freshness 
of this wine, temperatures are carefully monitored. For this reason, 
the alcoholic fermentation is carried out in temperature-controlled 
stainless-steel vats. Malolactic fermentation is carried out in the 
same way, to produce a refined, well-structured Provence rosé.. 

 
Beautiful delicate colour with golden reflections, brilliant, limpid, bri-
ght. Nice nose of white fruits with a touch of yellow fruits (peach, me-
lon), a hint of spices and stone. 
Gourmet attack, with fresh fruit, the palate is tense with a beautiful 
freshness. The finish plays on the aromatic palette with a hint of pink 
grapefruit zest.

These pretty Prestige Girls will perfectly match a red mullet confit with 
fennel and winged mayonnaise, a slice of leg confit served cold with a 
ratatouille, a semi-dry goat cheese or a tiramisu with strawberries, fruit 
sorbet.

Recommended to be served between 8° and 10°c.

Our Jolies Filles is perfect for celebrations and festive occasions

«A wine full of elegance, first of all because of its bottle. Finesse and ba-
lance offer a delicate palate with a gourmet finish.» 

Fabrice Sommier, Meilleur Ouvrier de France 2007. 


